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(54) Masked phone service with mask phone number

(57) The present invention disclosed a masked
phone service, which depending on phone user's origi-
nal phone number to virtually create multiple new cor-
responding substitutive phone numbers, called mask
phone numbers; to mask phone user's original phone
number when on demand; by adding this new created
mask phone number, therefore. to make the phone user

have at least two phone numbers on single phone de-
vice so that the phone user's original phone number and
the mask phone number may be separately used for his
working and private time respectively, and by this way
the phone user's personal privacy is then improved.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

1. Field of the Present Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a new method
of protecting telephone user's privacy from disturbance,
and more particularly to a method of making a common
phone device with two phone numbers separately used
for people communication of working and private time
respectively.

2. Description of Prior Art

[0002] Life with better personal privacy is very impor-
tant for modern people. Most of people divided private
and working territory separately.
[0003] Recently, with such a convenient and powerful
communicating device, mobile phone rapidly becomes
the most important tool or equipment for modem life.
Modern people cannot live without his mobile phone in
a single day. While people's good private life were heav-
ily interrupted by the mobile phones. The mobile phone
can penetrate into any space at any time regardless of
any distance.
[0004] Due to improve personal privacy, some people
maybe buy two or more phone numbers (accounts) for
his one phone device. With two SIM (Subscriber Identity
Module) chips, people may draw and change different
SIM chip for his different time interval and different per-
sonal relationship's communication on one phone.
[0005] Otherwise, many other people maybe buy two
or more phone devices together with different SIM chip
equipped directly. These different phone devices are
separately used for his different time interval and differ-
ent personal relationship's communication. Thus, it is
very funny and troublesome for a person carrying two
or more phone devices with him just for separately used
for different people communication or for working and
private time respectively.
[0006] This invention is to develop a new simplified
method to make telephone user have two or more phone
numbers on one phone device for his working and pri-
vate times respectively. With this new invented method,
phone user's privacy improved and the cost for phone
devices decreased.

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

[0007] The primary object of the present invention is
providing a method to have user's original phone
number be substituted or masked by a virtual created
number. By this way, the present invention makes one
phone device with two or more phone numbers that are
separately used for communicating with user's working
and private territories respectively.
[0008] The second object of the new invention is pro-

viding a service method to let registered member user
may set his new mask number in opened or closed state
at any time according to user's demand. With this serv-
ice, the registered member user may divide his private
time and working time separately very easy.
[0009] The third object of the new invented service
method is to let a registered member user use his orig-
inal phone number and mask phone number arbitrarily,
separately, and independently. When the registered
member user set his mask number opened, his original
number is masked. At the moment, the connected re-
cipient's phone device will show caller's mask number
instead of his original number.
[0010] The connected recipient don't see caller's orig-
inal number and keep the member user's privacy good.
When the registered member user set his mask number
closed, his original number is exposed and any contact-
ed recipient's phone device will show the caller's original
number again.
[0011] The fourth object of the new invented service
method is to improve registered member user's privacy
and ensure better life. When the registered member us-
er set his mask number closed, the only way to commu-
nicate with the user is the original phone number. Any
people want to contact with the user must dial his orig-
inal number. At this time. any caller dialing user's mask
number will not touch the user temporarily. With this new
invented method, the masked phone service will pro-
tected member user's privacy firmly.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING FIGURES

[0012] Fig. 1 is a flow chart of the masked phone serv-
ice of this invention to illustrate how to mask user's orig-
inal number and protect user's privacy.
[0013] Fig. 2 is a flow chart to illustrate how the
masked phone service of this invention operated.

DETAILED DESCRITION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0014] The present invention disclosed a new method
of masked phone service with user's mask phone
number. The key point is a computer controlled man-
agement system (we defined it as "Masked Phone Serv-
ice System") that creates a virtual phone number de-
pending on and to substitute member user's original
phone number. This substitutive number (we called it
"mask phone number") will correspond to and mask us-
er's original phone number in the service system oper-
ation.
[0015] On the point of view of "Masked Phone Service
System", the phone user's mask phone number are cre-
ated depend on original phone number. Both of 2 num-
bers are identifiable. interchangeable and correspond-
ing mutually. In the actual telecommunication service
system operation. there is only one original number op-
erated.
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[0016] On the point of view of phone users in the real
world, the original phone number and the newly given
mask phone number are two independent numbers,
which have same shape and same function to dial, and
used for different territories of people communication.
The users cannot imagine how interchangeable be-
tween these two numbers.
[0017] When a phone user use original number to
communicate other people (set mask number closed),
the "Masked Phone Service System" sent message
through original phone number, of course. While the us-
er use registered mask number to communicate other
people (set mask number opened), the "Masked Phone
Service System" will revert the member user's mask
number to corresponding original number immediately,
sent message through original phone number, as usual.
By the method of new invention, the user's original
number was masked not disabled temporarily. The
member user may apply two different phone numbers
separately on one phone device.
[0018] Please see our Figure 1, it explains the user's
procedure of operating a mask phone number to mask
user's original number and protect user's privacy.
[0019] When a Phone user want to use the present
invention "Masked Phone
[0020] Service", the user must enter "Masked Phone
Service System" (20) which constructed by a telecom-
munication operator (11). A new user (21) must sign up
to be member user and register his original phone
number (22) currently used. "Masked Phone Service
System"(20) will create a mask number (23) depend on
user's original phone number.
[0021] Before the new member user set his new mask
number to be opened (24), any message call out from
his phone device will be operated through his original
phone number as usual (step 32).
[0022] After the new member user of "Masked Phone
Service System" decide to start using the "Masked
Phone Service" (24) and set his mask number be
opened (step 25), the member user communicate out-
side through his mask number (27). The mask number
musk or substitute his original number temporarily (28).
All messages call in and out seems to operate through
the mask number (29). At this time interval, the certain
working territory of people, which communicated user
with only mask number, may contact user fluently with-
out any obstacle.
[0023] At a certain time of interval, the member user
set his mask number closed (25). and the mask number
is shut down (26). It means that the user don't want use
his mask number to communicate outside. any mes-
sage through the mask number will be stopped. In the
meantime, the user's operating phone number reverts
to the only one original number as usual (32). AT this
time interval, all messages through user's original
phone number may contact user as usual. Any messag-
es through user's mask number will not contact user
temporarily.

[0024] Please see the figure 2. It explains how the
masked phone service operated. When a phone user
dial a recipient's phone number (10), the "Masked
Phone Service System" (20) will automatically identify
that is the dialer a member user of the new service sys-
tem (30)?
[0025] If the dialer is not a member of the new service
system, the system will send message with dialer's orig-
inal number to recipient (31). The recipient's phone de-
vice will show dialer's original phone number (80). If the
dialer is identified to be a member user (30) of "Masked
Phone Service System", but the mask phone number
set to be "closed" state (30), the system will also send
message with dialer's original number to recipient (31).
The recipient's phone device will also show dialer's orig-
inal phone number (step 80).
[0026] If the dialer is identified to be a member user
of "Masked Phone Service System", and the mask
phone number set to be "opened" state (40), the system
will transfer member dialer's original number to his reg-
istered mask number automatically and send message
with dialer's mask number to recipient (41). The recipi-
ent's phone device will show dialer's mask phone
number (step 80). The member dialer's original number
masked.
[0027] The "Masked Phone Service System" then
identifies automatically that is the recipient's phone
number a mask number (50)?
[0028] If the recipient's phone number is identified not
a mask number, that means the recipient is not a mem-
ber user of the new "Masked Phone Service System".
The system will send message to recipient's original
phone number (70), and recipient's phone device will
show dialer's mask phone number or original number
(80) according to dialer's setting state. Both dialer and
recipient can be connected and communicated each
other (90).
[0029] While the system confirmed that the recipient's
phone number is a member's mask number (50). then
the system check that is the recipient's mask number
set "closed" state (60)?
[0030] If the recipient's mask number is set "closed"
state, it means that the recipient is at his private time.
the communication channel of this number closed. To
ensure recipient's privacy (61), the "Masked Phone
Service System" will answer dialer that recipient's
phone device is shutdown state (62). The message
through recipient's mask number will be stopped tem-
porarily. Member recipient's privacy ensured.
[0031] If the recipient's mask number is set "opened"
state (60), it means that the recipient is not at his private
time, he would like receive messages through mask
phone number. The system will revert recipient's mask
number to registered original number automatically (63)
and send message to recipient's original phone number
(70). and recipient's original phone device will show di-
aler's mask phone number or original number according
to dialer's setting state (step 80). Both dialer and recip-
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ient can be connected and communicated each other
(90).
[0032] By this method, when a member user in his
personal private time and private space, he may set his
mask number be "closed" state. Thus, all working terri-
tory people's communication through this mask or sub-
stitutive phone number will be stopped temporarily. The
member user's privacy protected. While at this time, the
member user's phone device is not shut down in fact.
The member user's family and his personal friend may
contact him through original private number as usual.
[0033] As described above, in the other specified time
of interval, the member user set his mask number be
"opened" state, the member user's original number
masked temporarily. And, all working territory people's
communication through this mask phone number oper-
ated fluently, no obstacle. At this same time, the member
user's family and his personal friend may contact him
through original number free as usual.
[0034] As described above, the new invented
"Masked Phone Service" will make user's one phone de-
vice equipped with two phone numbers and used for two
different territorial communications. The user's privacy
protected while he need not shut down his phone de-
vice.

Claims

1. A service method for masking user's original phone
number, depending on user's original phone
number to virtually create a corresponding substi-
tutive mask phone number by a Masked Phone
Service System controlled by general computer,
and to make user's one phone device equipped with
two phone numbers separately used for his working
time and private time respectively to improve user's
personal privacy, which method comprises the fol-
lowing steps:

(a) identifying the membership of the dialer by
the Masked Phone Service System; according
to dialer's phone number, the Masked Phone
Service System identifying the membership of
the dialer automatically;
if the dialer is not a member, the system send-
ing message with dialer's original number to re-
cipient. then the recipient's phone device
shows out the dialer's original phone number,
then execute (c); or,
if the dialer is identified to be a member user of
the Masked Phone Service System, then exe-
cute (b);
(b) identifying the status of the dialer's mask
phone number;
if the dialer's mask phone number set to be
"closed" state, the system sending message
with dialer's original number to recipient, the re-

cipient's phone device show out dialer's original
phone number, then execute step (c); or
if the dialer's mask phone number set to be
"opened" state, the system transferring mem-
ber dialer's original number to his registered
mask number automatically and sending mes-
sage with dialer's mask number to recipient, the
recipient's phone device shows out dialer's
mask phone number, then execute step (c);
(c) identifying the membership of the recipient;
if the recipient's phone number is identified not
a mask number, then execute (e); or, if the re-
cipient's phone number is identified a mask
number of the system, then execute step (d);
(d) identifying the status of the recipient's mask
phone number;
if the recipient's mask number is set "closed"
state, the "Masked Phone Service System" an-
swers dialer that recipient's phone device is
shutdown state, then the message through re-
cipient's mask number be stopped temporarily,
member recipient's privacy ensured; or.
if the recipient's mask number is set "opened"
state, it means that the recipient is not at his
private time. he would like receive messages
through mask phone number, the system will
revert recipient's mask number to registered
original number automatically and execute step
(e);
(e) connecting recipient's original phone
number, and sending message between dialer
and recipient;
recipient's phone device will show dialer's mask
phone number or original number according to
dialer's setting state, both dialer and recipient
connected and communicated each other.

2. A service method according to claim 1, wherein the
original phone number is the phone number of sys-
tem user's mobile phone number.

3. A service method according to claim 1 wherein the
original phone number is the phone number of sys-
tem user's desktop phone number.

4. A service method according to claim 1 wherein the
process of a system user create and operate new
mask phone number further comprises the following
steps:

(a) registering original number to be a new user
of "masked phone service system" ;
(b) depend on original number, choosing a cre-
ated corresponding number or a mask phone
number used for user's certain time of interval;
(c) setting mask phone number to be "opened"
or "closed" state;
when the user set his mask number "opened",
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original phone number masked, it looks like to
use mask number to communicate with outside
recipient; when the user set his mask number
"closed", outside dialer cannot contact the user
through user's mask number.

5. A service method and the process of a system user
create and operate new mask phone number ac-
cording to claim 4. wherein the system user's orig-
inal phone number may correspond with multi-
number of mask numbers for using on different
fields of communication.

6. A service method and the process according to
claim 4, wherein the original phone number is the
phone number of system user's mobile phone
number.

7. A service method and the process according to
claim 4 wherein the original phone number is the
phone number of system user's desktop phone
number.
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